AGENDA
UAS Curriculum Committee
Friday, October 8, 2004, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
Provost’s Conference Room
Audioconference Number: 866-393-8073
Meeting Number *1236032*

I. Call to Order & Roll Call
II. Announcements
III. New Business

05-30  ENVT S203  Solid Waste Management
05-31  ENVT S202  Hazardous Materials Mgt.
05-33  BIOL S271  Ecology
05-34  BIOL S480  Aquatic Pollution
05-35  ENVS S410  Adv. Geographic Info. Systems
05-37  BLA Math Emphasis
05-38  BIOL S375  Current Topics in Biology
05-39  BIOL S492  Biology Seminar
05-63  ENVS S408  Biochemistry
05-65  ENVS S420  Atmospheric Science
05-64  BS in Environmental Science

05-41  SSCI S410  Contemporary Issues & Ethics in Soc. Sci
05-42  05-43  BA in SS-Primary Area-ANTH
05-44  BA in SS-Primary Area-ECON
05-45  BA in SS-Primary Area-GOVT
05-46  BA in SS-Primary Area-HIST
05-47  BA in SS-Primary Area-Psychology
05-48  BA in SS-Primary Area-Sociology
05-49  BA in SS-Sec. Area-ANTH
05-50  BA in SS-Sec. Area-ECON
05-51  BA in SS-Sec. Area-HIST
05-52  BA in SS-Sec. Area-Psychology
05-53  BA in SS-Sec. Area-Sociology
05-57  BLA Government Emphasis

05-40  ENGL S499  Thesis
05-55  ENGL S110  Introduction to College Writing
05-56  BA in English

05-58  AKL S107  Beginning Haida I
05-59  AKL S108  Beginning Haida II
05-60  AKL S205  Intermediate Tlingit I
05-61  AKL S206  Intermediate Tlingit II
05-62  AKL S305  Advanced Tlingit I

05-70  HS S104  PCA to CAN Bridge Course
05-71  HS S107  Planning Your Career in Healthcare
05-72  CT/HS 110  Where Health and Housing Meet
05-73  HS S118  Emergency Trauma Technician - First Responder
IV. Next Meeting: Friday, October 22, 2:30-4:30, Novatney Conference Room

V. Adjournment